Good Morning,

I live in The Woodlands (Montgomery County) and want to express my concerns over the Redistricting map that is being considered. Montgomery County has the population according to the 2020 census estimates that I viewed of 629,443.

We who reside here in MoCo strongly desire to stay together in one Congressional District. We have the population to meet the requirement of 700,000+ almost by ourselves & would like to include some of the bordering counties that are less populous to meet the requirement of numbers within a Congressional District. We would like to remain as CD8!

We are against being divided up as a county and lumped in with other Harris County Congressional Districts. This proposed map makes no sense. Actually, if not willing to add some of the more rural, less populous counties to MoCo for CD8, you could even take a small slice of Harris to the Southeast to make up the 700,000 requirement to be close in proximity.

Thank you for hearing my voice and the voices of Montgomery County residents!

We want to remain as CD8 and all of Montgomery County!